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Construction progress December 2018

The Western Sydney Stadium team wishes everyone a safe
and happy holiday period. Western Sydney Stadium is getting
closer to completion and on track to be open in April 2019.

Western Sydney
Stadium to be called
‘Bankwest Stadium’
The project reached an important milestone this
month, with the NSW Government and Bankwest
announcing a seven-year partnership for naming
rights of the new stadium. Bankwest Managing
Director Rowan Munchenberg said Bankwest was
thrilled to support this critical piece of community
infrastructure in the vibrant, diverse and growing
corridor of Western Sydney.

Paul Doorn, CEO of Venues NSW and
Rowan Munchenberg, Bankwest Managing Director.
Source: VenuesLive
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Construction Progress
It’s been an exciting few months at Western Sydney
Stadium. Around 400 people contribute to the
works on site everyday. Construction is on track to
be finished by the end of March 2019.
What’s been happening on site:
—— All structural work is now complete and roof
fabric will be finished before the end of the year
—— Seat installation started in mid-October and
15,000 seats have already been installed

What’s happening next?
Work over the next three months will focus on
getting the stadium ready for operations. Work will
include:
—— Completing the pitch system and installing
the turf
—— Landscaping the external precinct
—— Completing the installation of seating
—— Finishing the internal fit out.

—— Flooring and joinery install is well underway

When the stadium is complete, it will be handed
over to Venues NSW and VenuesLive for a short
testing and commissioning phase ahead of the first
game to be played on 22 April 2019.

—— External precinct works and commissioning
activities have now commenced.

Work will continue throughout the holiday season
but no work will be carried out on public holidays.

—— Fit out works are continuing with food and
beverage outlets being progressively finished

Artist’s impression of Concourse, Northern Terrace

Artist’s impression of seating at Concourse level

Community Consultative Committee
A Community Consultative Committee has been established to provide a forum for
discussion on the Western Sydney Stadium project between the project team and
the community.
More information on the Community Consultative Committee including minutes
from the committee meetings can be found on the project webpage:
insw.com/westernsydneystadium

For more information:



For more information on the Western Sydney
Stadium project:

Email
westsydstadium@lendlease.com


Visit
insw.com/westernsydneystadium

Call 1800 962 221
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